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Large screens, interactive or not, are becoming a common sight at shopping centers and other
public places. These screens are used to advertise or share information interactively. Combined
with the omnipresence of smartphones this gives rise for a unique opportunity to join these two
interfaces and to combine their strengths and complement their weaknesses. Smartphones are very
mobile thanks to their small size and can access information virtually from anywhere, but suffer
from overflow of information. Users have too many applications and web sites to search relevant
information to find what they want or need in a timely fashion. On the other hand, public screens
are too large to provide information everywhere or in a personalized way, but they do often have
the information you need, when and where you need it. Thus large screens provide an ideal place
for users to select content onto their smartphones. Large screens also have the advantage of screen
size and research has indicated that using a second screen with small handheld devices can improve
the user experience.
This thesis undertook design and development of a prototype Android application for existing large
interactive public screen. The initial goal was to study the different aspects of personal mobile
devices coupled with large public screens. This large screen interface is also under development as
a ubiquitous system and the mobile application was designed to be part of this system. Thus the
design of the mobile application needed to be consistent with the public screen.
During the development of this application it was observed that the small mobile screen could not
support the content or interactions designed for a much larger screen because of its small size. As
a result this thesis focuses on developing a prototype that further research could draw upon. This
lead to a study of small screen graph data visualization and previous research on mobile applications
working together with large public screens. This thesis presents a novel approach for displaying
graph data designed for large screens on a small mobile screen. This work also discusses many
challenges and questions related to large screen interaction with mobile device that rose during
the development of the prototype. An evaluation was conducted to gather both quantitative and
qualitative data on the interface design and the consistency with the large screen interface to further
analyze the resulting prototype.
The most important findings in this work are the problems encountered and questions raised during
the development of the mobile application prototype. This thesis provides several suggestions for
future research using the application, the ubiquitous system and the large screen interface. The
study of related work and prototype development also lead to suggestion of design guidelines for
this type of applications. The evaluation data also suggests that the final mobile application design
is both consistent with and performs better than a faithful implementation of the visuals and
interaction model of the original large screen interface.
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11 Introduction
Interactive public screens are becoming a common sight in urban landscapes and
large shopping centers. These public displays are used for providing ambient in-
formation about services around them and to run advertisements. Alas with the
increased number of smartphones consumers are more inclined to search with their
phones rather than walk up to a public screen.
One clear disadvantage with interactive public displays is that their information
can only be accessed from where the screen is and often that information is not
readily available from the Internet or from one single source. These displays also
rarely know anything about the people using them so they can’t provide user specific
information about interests or filter out unwanted content.
Modern mobile phones are in a unique position to gather information about us and
our habits. This information is already used to benefit or direct us, like Google Now
that gives users an estimated travel time to significant locations without even asking
for it or Foursquare that rewards us for visiting same establishments over and over
again.
Smartphones are fast and large enough to provide us with a good user experience and
mobile Internet is accessible through either 3G networks or local Wi-Fi. This does
not mean that the large public screens are obsolete, but rather the exact opposite.
As a result of the booming smartphone application market every store chain and
service wants their own application. Users are flooded with information and places to
search in, raising the issue of how to deal with too much information [SGT10]. Public
screens are an effective way of distributing content and services, thus providing users
with a set of information when and where they need it without having to perform
searches.
Allowing users to take the relevant information from the public screen with them on
their personal mobile devices would give great benefits to both interfaces. Adding
a personal device would empower not only the end user, but also advertisers and
retailers who could gain information about the end user through the personal device.
This could also lead to better solutions for small businesses and services. Rather
than creating new applications these entities could offer their data for a ubiquitous
system available in the space they occupy.
Coupling smartphones and public displays is not a new topic of research as is evident
by earlier works that will be introduced in chapter 2.2. This fields major challenges
2have been a lack of users with suitable smartphone and the limitations of those
smartphone technologies [JR12]. Most published research previously done in this
area has been with Symbian smartphones that did not have a centralized application
marketplace [vdBJL10] and as a result getting new applications to critical mass
of users was relatively difficult. Now with Apple’s iOS, Google’s Android and to
a limited extent Microsoft dominating smartphone markets we have three viable
application ecosystems already spanning between multiple generations of mobile
phones as shown later in figure 1.
Previous research has also encountered problems with getting users excited about
the interaction between their personal device and a public screen as noted by John
and Rist in their long running experiment to combine public screens and personal
mobile devices [JR12]. One possible problem with getting a critical mass of users
might be that the services require both the public screen and the mobile application,
meaning that neither can function independently. To change this a more user centric
approach would be needed. Services created for combination of public screens and
personal mobile devices would need to be something users need and want to use
even without the immediate access to the other interface.
To research large screen interaction with personal mobile devices this thesis un-
dertook building a prototype application. During the design and development it
became clear that translating large screen content onto small interactive screens
would also need to be researched. So instead of directly investigating interaction
between public and private interfaces for ubiquitous systems this work gives tools
for further study in the form of a working prototype mobile application designed for
interactive public screens and the ubiquitous system around them.
The work done for this thesis has also been accpeted for publication in the 12th Inter-
national Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Multimedia (MUM), Luleå, Sweden,
December 2-5, 2013, ACM with the title BubblesDial: Exploring Large Display Con-
tent Graphs on Small Devices, by Joanna Bergström-Lehtovirta, Tommy Eklund,
Antti Jylhä, Kai Kuikkaniemi, Chao An, Giulio Jacucci.
1.1 Defining the problem
The purpose of this thesis is to prototype an existing interactive public screen inter-
face for mobile devices. After the initial implementation of the mobile application a
clear problem with directly replicating the large screen user interface could be iden-
3tified. Content and interaction methods designed for large screens often translate
poorly onto small screens and result in a less than satisfactory user experience.
Is it possible to create a small screen interface for content and interactions
designed for large screens? This was the initial research question at the start
of the thesis. The original wall interface was rated as playful and encouraging
exploration. The user interface of the large interactive screen had a very distinct
shape and interaction methods using information inside bubbles that multiple users
could simultaneously interact with.
Is it possible to keep design consistent? The intention of this thesis is not just
to display the same content on a small screen as on the large screen but also provide
same feeling of responsiveness and playfulness. A straightforward replication of the
large screen interface was tested and deemed inadequate for small screens because
they became crowded with content and as a result lost some of the information
conveyed by the large screen. A design to provide the same set of characteristics
and consistent design in both interfaces was needed. Chapter 2.1 reviews earlier
work on visualizing information on small screens that works as basis for the original
interaction design made for this thesis to satisfy the consistent design requirement.
The desired usability can be better defined by a set of characteristics similar to the
original large screen interface design principles. Bubbles are very central aspect of
the original wall interface and their physical properties and shape play a large part
in the user experience. For attracting use and interaction a playful approach was
adopted for the public screen [CKK+11] and this is seen as important element in
making the experience consistent between both applications. Part of playful inter-
action is the responsiveness and freedom of action compared to a typical interface
of lists and buttons. Information bubbles can be played around with much more
freely and by multiple people simultaneously, allowing users a unique control over
the interface.
More difficult to define is when the application is or is not coherent enough with the
original wall interface to satisfy the consistent design requirement. This requirement
consists of two parts. First is the visual look and feel of the application, how closely it
matches the original and how closely it implements the bubble shape and behavior.
The second part is for the user experience to feel like the user is using the same
service. Both these include the requirement that the same functions and use cases
should be supported both on the large screen and on the mobile application.
Part of the underlying project this work is part of is to also turn the large interactive
4screen into part of a larger ubiquitous system. This system could provide users with
specific information when and where they need it either through public screens or
personal mobile applications. As a result much of the design considerations for the
mobile application take into account the ubiquitous nature of the project and most
of the design scenarios also incorporate this aspect of the system as seen in chapter
5.2 where some of the design scenarios are introduced.
1.2 Scope and method
The goal in creating these prototype mobile applications was to do leg work for future
research spanning between ubiquitous computing, smart spaces, interactive public
screens and personal mobile devices. After identifying problems with straightfor-
ward replication of the original bubble user interface a constructive research method
[Crn10] was selected to answer the research questions. It was determined that a more
user centric approach would be needed instead of a problem centric one to provide a
good user experience between both public and private interfaces. We should create
something that users need or could get excited by, instead of merely trying to find
some way of combining the public screen and a mobile phone [JR12].
To properly approach a ubiquitous system it should be desirable, easy to use and
available for a large audience. In its early states the original large public screen
interface was used as an access point to information. Besides providing public infor-
mation on a personal device the mobile application could also provide large amounts
of information about people near the public screen to the system and work as a sen-
sor or output and input device [BBRS06].
After first reproducing a rudimentary replica of the large screen interface we quickly
identified that the large screen approach to displaying content would not suffice.
Faithfully translating the interface resulted in too much information being forced
into a very limited space. This lead to high error rates during interaction, difficulty
to perceive meaningful connections between the graph of data and inability to focus
on specific sections.
Because user experience is one of the key aspects of the original public interface
the main focus for this thesis is to research and develop the usability of mobile
applications coupled with large screens. This decision was also made to limit the
scope of the thesis to the core idea of making an initial working prototype for future
research and development. To analyze the usability of different approaches and
5to determine future course of action an evaluation was conducted. The evaluation
tests two different versions of the mobile application and compares them to the large
public screen interface.
This thesis answers the research questions by implementing two distinct versions of
an Android application based on the large public screen bubble interface. An evalu-
ation was conducted by comparing these two prototypes against each other and the
large screen interface. This was done to better understand the many layered prob-
lem of translating large screen content onto a small mobile screen and keeping the
user interface consistent. Some of the alternative designs considered and scenarios
used to help with the prototype development are also discussed. From the design
of different prototypes and data gathered during the evaluation a set of guidelines
is proposed for helping to translate large screen content onto a small screen while
keeping the interfaces shape and structure consistent.
The observations presented in this thesis are product of multiple iterations of the
mobile application’s design and implementation. Furthermore analysis of the quan-
titative and qualitative evaluation data is used to analyze the resulting prototypes.
The design and evaluation study was done in collaboration with the team responsi-
ble for the large screen bubble interface who are also creating the ubiquitous system
around it. Implementation of the designs and the evaluation proved invaluable in
making this thesis as the usability of the interface with this kind of constraints could
only be determined by testing it in practice.
1.3 Thesis structure
Most of the work done in this thesis consists of the prototype applications and an
evaluation comparing two of these applications against each other and the public
screen interface called the Bubble Wall. Previous research related to this work is
introduced in chapter 2. The related work can be divided into two distinct parts of
visualizing data on a small screen in section 2.1 and previous mobile applications
coupled with public screens in 2.2. This chapter also goes into detail about what
the ubiquitous nature of the underlying project means and describes the platform
the prototype application is developed on. The chapter is then closed with the
introduction of the original large screen interface.
After the Bubble Wall is presented, chapter 3 briefly describes the underlying system
consisting of server, public wall and the mobile client. Then two distinct versions
6of the prototype application are introduced in section 3.2 and 3.3. These are also
the two versions used in the evaluation. 3.2 introduces the initial and faithful re-
production of features in the Bubble Wall. This section also goes into created detail
about the roles and properties that bubbles have in both the personal and public
interfaces. In section 3.3 the novel approach for displaying large screen graph of
bubbles and this is followed by more technical explanation on how the approach
works in section 3.4.
Chapter 4 introduces the evaluation conducted during the work done in this the-
sis. This consists of describing the method and the procedure of the evaluation,
after which the quantitative and qualitative data gathered during the evaluation is
introduced and analyzed in section 4.4.
The thesis is closed with the discussion of findings in chapter 5 where a set of possible
guidelines are introduced for designing small screen applications coupled with a
large screen interface. This chapter also presents possible future research topics
that were discovered or highlighted by the work done in developing the prototype
application. Section 5.2 introduces the scenarios that the underlying ubiquitous
system ultimately attempts to realize. This work is also largely based on these
scenarios. To close the thesis conclusions are drawn based on the evaluation data and
working experience gathered during the development of the prototype application.
2 Background
Studies in public spaces and linking mobile device with a large public screen have
been around for quite a while now and cover range of different use cases and configu-
rations. Some of the focuses on this research have been on the efficiency of use with
different configurations and context of use where often one device can’t function
fully without the other. There is also been a lot of research related to using the
mobile as an input and/or output device [BBRS06] [RNQ12].
One approach to public and private screen interaction is through identification and
security. What should be shown on public screens and how can a specific user
be identified using the public screen. The original vision for ubiquitous computing
[Wei93] is very much aligned with this kind of use of the public screens. This kind of
approach could be taken even further by adapting the content on the public screen
according to identifiable users in close proximity of the screen.
7Distributed user interfaces (DUI) are well researched part of this kind of ubiqui-
tous system that brings together a personal mobile interface and interactive public
screens. In many DUI approaches a single part of the user interface can be imple-
mented independently and the whole user interface is constructed by these modular
pieces [LC05]. Because of the distributed nature not every service has to provide all
possible interfaces for the UI and thus simplifying the service to its core functions.
DUI is more aligned to the modern trend of ubiquitous computing where services
and user interfaces are viewed as tools to be used instead of automation to improve
our everyday life without us having to do anything at all [Rog06].
One common problem with DUI systems is lack of unified user experience and lack
of features when not all parts or the DUI are at hand. In many cases the adoption
rate for services that use DUI are low because of the very localized demand centered
around the physical services required like a large public screen as can be seen in the
long running study trying to integrate mobile application with public screens [JR12].
Distributing only one component of the overall system to mobile application often
leads to the system losing its relevance with only the portable device available.
Because this works one focus area is a unified user experience a unique approach for
browsing graph data on mobile screen is introduced and evaluated. Findings and
conclusions based on related work introduced in this chapter and observations made
and problems encountered during the work on this thesis are introduced in chapter
5.
2.1 Graph visualization
After initially starting this thesis to develop an application for use together with a
large screen it became quickly apparent that this work would also need to answer
the question of how to visualize the large screen data on a small screen. This was
mostly due to difficulty in visualizing connections between the bubbles and problems
with information getting buried under overcrowded screen. To visualize a network
structure of bubbles a number of nodes and links is required [Shn96]. Previous
work on small screen data visualization was used to help design and develop new
ways of displaying the specific content available on the large public screen that
will be introduced in chapter 2.5. This chapter goes over research relevant to data
visualization on small screen to better outline the unique approach used in this
thesis.
8Herman and Melançon [HMM00] have conducted a survey where they examine graph
visualization and navigation techniques for large content graphs. One of their ob-
servations is that small graphs are most comprehensible and easier to analyze. This
often makes smaller graphs more useful but this can also result in losing the overview
of the bigger picture. On a larger screen this problem can easily be solved by placing
context overview next to the smaller graph. But on mobile interfaces that visualize
same content as a larger interface the approach needs to be more carefully considered.
Luca Chittaro [Chi06] identifies several reasons why data visualization on mobile is
much more challenging that on desktop computers. Most prominent challenge is
presenting the data, where large screen can put more than two focuses next to each
other on mobile you nearly always need to focus on only one thing. This creates
challenge especially when trying to translate information consisting of combination
of different graphs.
There are four commonly classified approaches to the problem of limited screen
space: overview+detail, focus+context, contextual cues, and custom pan and zoom
[HMM00, BC13]. Focus+context approach gives user constant access to larger con-
text and when user focuses on a specific part of that context is shown larger much
like in a fish-eye-lens effect. Overview+detail separates the higher level content and
a detailed part of that content into different views. Contextual cues are symbols rep-
resenting content outside the current view. Lastly the pan and zoom allows access to
all content from a single view where content can be pushed off screen when zooming
in and panned from any level like most map applications on modern smartphones.
To remedy the problem of most of the content being outside of the screen when
allowing panning and zooming, Baudisch and Rosenholtz [BR03] have devised a
method to give users easy and unobstructive visual cues. This method is called
Halo and it places a circle around the object being displayed outside the screen so
that the outer edge of this circle is visible on the outer edges of the screen at any
given time. When user moves the focus closer to the object the Halo gets smaller.
Overviews of the whole content can be very problematic on small screens because
text and thumbnails can become very small and unreadable when zooming too far
or having too large content to make overview from. Baudisch et al. [BXWM04]
have proposed overcoming the issue of unreadable or unrecognizable content by
implementing a marquee menu-based approach of collapsing irrelevant content to
free more space for the relevant content. In another study, Lam and Baudisch
[LB05] introduced the concept of summary thumbnails, i.e., thumbnails displaying
9readable fragments of text representing their content, to enhance information search
on small screens.
2.2 Previous work on mobile applications for public screens
Mobile applications for large public screens have been fairly active research field in
itself and many good examples of earlier work can be found as introduced in this
section. Unfortunately few if any have been largely distributed or available to general
public. This might be because development has mainly been done with Symbian
phones that never really had a significant application store or ecosystem and often
applications developed for a specific phone did not function properly on different
models. Mobile phone ecosystems and Symbians problems are well described in the
work of van den Berg et al. [vdBJL10]. With the introduction of Android and
iOS systems with great backwards compatibility through all generations of mobile
phones and centralized application stores developing for large audience is easy.
Hosio et al. [HJK+10] introduce a distributed user interface platform that was de-
ployed in Oulu with total of 11 UBI-hotspots, five indoors and six outdoors. The
platform could be used in four configurations, either with just the mobile application
or the public screen, both mobile and public screen together and using the public
screen just as a ambient information screen. The platform was tested during a pe-
riod of 46 days in summer 2009. During this time qualitative and quantitative data
was gathered using automatic logging, interviews, observations and questionnaires.
Most notably the results show that the most frequently used application was for
downloading information from the screens to the mobile device using Bluetooth.
During the testing 726 mobile application sessions were recorded but discouragingly
the session only lasted for 1,33 minutes, which might be caused by the placement
of the hotspots in very busy passageways. The mobile operating system used for
the application was Symbian. Recent paper by K.P. Ludwig John and Thomas Rist
[JR12] raises many relevant points in their 5 year long experimentation with dif-
ferent mobile applications working in combination with public screens since 2006
at Hochschule Augsburg. The applications developed for Symbian phones during
their work included games, participatory art campaigns and information browsing.
Mobile application adoption rate, frequency of use and user difficulties in using Blue-
tooth where among the most significant findings. Also requirement for frequently
updated, location relevant and significant to the user information was seen as a key
factor in engaging users.
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Displaying social and other media content on a public screen is often a desired func-
tion. McCarthy, Congleton, and Harper [JR12] implemented a shared large screen to
display social media content in their physical work space. Their research found that
the public screen had an effect on the use of social media and communication but
also identified that most people required features for their personal mobile devices
for effortless use and sharing content to the large screen.
Large public screens have also been shown to cause tension between personal space
and public setting as Peltonen et al. [PKS+08] found in their experiment for inter-
active photo booth in an urban environment. Some territorial roles are outlined in
work by Azad et al. [ARV+12] and compares storage and shared territory that could
also be considered in context of interactive public screen being shared territory and
personal mobile device that also works as private storage.
When translating content from large screen to a mobile device several aspects need
to be considered. Chittaro [Bro96] identified several reasons why information visu-
alization is challenging if it is attempted to do like on a desktop computer. The
most significant difficulty is the limited screen space and how to give user access to
equal amount of information. In the case of this thesis the information is designed
for much larger screen than normal desktop computer as the large public screen
installations normally consists of six 55" touch screens.
When paired together with large public screens, mobile devices can take multiple
roles. The mobile can be a personal window to the same content as on the large
screen, a hybrid display and interaction tool requiring both the large screen and
the mobile device. Rashid, Nacenta and Quiqley [RNQ12] have found that having
a mobile application for controlling the large screen during information search is
preferable to having the content only on the mobile device. The large screen itself
was passive in the study but shows that there are synergies in using a public screen
together with a mobile application. This kind of dual display approach has also
been proposed by Kaviani et al. [HMM00] to solve problems in the limited screen
real estate on the mobile device and outlined different design strategies for the dual-
display strategy. Their favored approach was to adapt the content to the relevant
screen size and type which differs from the approach in this thesis because of the
similarity constraints between the large screen and the mobile application.
MobiComics [LHJ12] has a hybrid interface that allows users to create a short comic
strip on their personal device and share it to a public screen and to other personal
devices semi-anonymously. The approach aims to lower the threshold of creating
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and sharing content on the public screen. This initial hesitation in interacting and
adopting public services such as interactive screens has been noted in some of the
other papers mentioned in this thesis as well.
Distributing the interface between a public canvas and mobile applications is also
done by Kukka and Ojala with UbiRockMachine [KPO09]. Their application pro-
vides a playlist on a public canvas and allows users to vote on what music is played
in the public space they reside in. Users can not listen to the songs prior to voting
or discuss with other users unless they are at the location. The service also does
not take advantage of users preferences and requires direct interaction to vote for
the music. In situ evaluation they made of the system showed that the experiential
value of the system was positive. A more ubiquitous approach could be to provide
this kind of service on top of a music listening platform such as Spotify, where users
preferred music is already known and upon entering new premises that support the
service users music preferences would be used to automatically vote on what kind
of music would be playing there.
2.3 Ubiquitous computing
The term ubiquitous computing is largely attributed to Mark Weiser [Rog06] and
encompasses wide range of research topics. Relevant for this thesis are distributed
computing, mobile computing, sensor networks and human-computer interaction.
Weiser’s original vision for ubiquitous computing was as a calming influence to in-
teraction with computers [Wei93]. The original idea was that humans would no
longer need to be forced to use computers but rather have computers support our
activities often without us even noticing them and providing us information about
our surroundings discreetly. Weiser visioned that computers would become as fre-
quent as paper at office and as invisible and omnipresent as electricity, allowing us
to use computers to accomplish our tasks without even realizing that we were using
them.
Ubiquitous computing can already be seen in many modern household appliances.
Cleaning robots are no longer a science fiction as while we watch tv-shows our
digibox automatically recorded for us a Rumba is cleaning the house. The core
concept of ubiquitous computing is to make computers available to users through
physical environment rather than virtual reality. Rather than simulating a space
inside a computer instead information about that space is provided at the location
by overlaying it on top of a camera image of the location or displaying it on a public
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screen.
Weiser outlined that personal computing would diminish as more ubiquitous services
became available. Public screens that display information relevant to their location
would be a good example of this kind of ubiquitous service that does not require
any interaction to use but rather the system would provide the information without
the need for any personal device or even without any interaction from the user.
In many ways his vision for small computers spreading to everywhere has been
realized but personal computers are becoming more frequent and personal than
ever. smartphones have brought personal computers with us to everywhere and
with them we create personal spaces in even most public of places [TOTK04].
Relating to work on this thesis the focus of ubiquitous computing providing informa-
tion of our surroundings discreetly is one of the core concepts in our user interface
approach. Information should be accessed at a glance without a conscious effort. In
this Weiser compares the act of reading that is taken for granted and we read and
understand signs without effort and technology should strive for similar ease and in
many cases we are already doing this by taking our smartphone and with a cursory
glance see if we have new messages, e-mails, Facebook friends or breaking news from
Twitter.
Yvonne Rogers argues that even though hunt for Weiser’s calm computing has
brought many advancements in multiple fields in computer science the current status
of the field is not much closer in realizing ubiquitous systems to help users effortlessly
and unobtrusively [Rog06]. Rather a new focus in the field is required and rather
than calming people Rogers advocates for engaging them and giving people tools
to access the environment surrounding them. This user experience centric approach
aims in making people interact more with their environment and other people in
it by making the interaction exiting through playfulness. Many published papers
seem to support this kind of approach as many previous works have had problems
in engaging people to interact with public screens or applications designed for them
as noted by Ludwig et al. [JR12].
2.4 Android platform
Android is currently worlds largest mobile operating system as can be seen in figure
1. It is also the only operating system that is open source and this above everything
else makes it ideal platform for testing and development as everything in the OS
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can be customized and most existing implementations code is available for reference.
Android currently has over 37% share of smartphone operating systems, over 10%
more market share than Apples iOS. Android was originally developed by Android
Inc. but was acquired by Google in 2005. First Android SDK designed for mobile
devices was released in 2007 under Apache v2 licence. Nowadays Android is used
by many smart TVs and even game consoles such as OUYA. Because of its open
nature Android is ideal for design and developing with source code available even
to the whole operating system allowing developers to create their custom Android
versions like Cyanogenmod [cya].
Figure 1: Top 8 mobile operating systems from 2008 to 2013
Compared to Apple’s iOS, Android has hundreds of different types and sizes of
phones available from very cheap to top of the line hardware. This makes developing
for Android more complicated because differences in screen sizes and processing
power have to be taken into account. Common criticism towards Android is the
lack of uniformity in device screen sizes requiring much more work to make the
graphics work on every screen size and making it more difficult for the designers.
Android does provide good tools for making scalable user interfaces and the same
problem of different screen resolutions is already common challenge in web pages
design.
Android also provides an ideal platform for researching effects of screen size to
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usability. As can be seen from the table 2 below from just a few of Samsung’s
smartphones and Google’s own Nexus brand tablets Android screens come in all
shapes and sizes. Android phones also provide nice range of sensors for ubiquitous
computing such as microphones, motion sensor, GPS and cameras.
Device Resolution Screen size
Nexus 10 2560x1600 10.1"
Nexus 7 1280x800 7"
Samsung Galaxy S4 1920x1080 5"
Samsung Galaxy Nexus 1280x720 4.65"
Samsung Galaxy S2 800x480 4.3"
Samsung Galaxy S 800x480 4"
Samsung Galaxy Gio 480x320 3.2"
Samsung Galaxy Gear 320x320 1.67"
Figure 2: Smartphone and tablet resolutions and screen sizes
Because of the open source aspect of Android there is a lot of libraries and instruc-
tions available for developers completely free. On the down side this also means that
many features are not implemented into the platform. This shows especially when
making animations and graphical effects. You can do almost anything you can think
of but you have to implement it by yourself. Where as Apples iOS provides lots of
different ready made graphical features for developers to use. This also makes iOS
more uniform between different applications where as Android has many different
solutions to UI problems. As a result of having to implement nearly everything
by yourself it is often slightly more expensive and time consuming to develop on
Android compared to iOS.
Major challenge in Android development is the platform version compatibility. Many
devices do not get the newest versions of Android and because of this much of the
market is still running relatively old versions of Android as can be seen from the
graph 3 of Android version shares below. This thesis does not take the OS version
into consideration but focuses on the Android version 4.0.0 or greater that currently
consists of 61,2% of all Android devices.. This is because nearly all features can be
implemented on older versions as well but would take considerable amount time and
resources.
Android uses Java, XML and SQL for nearly every application. User interface can be
constructed purely from XML and then inflated in Java code into objects. Android
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Figure 3: Android version shares on September 4, 2013
provides good framework for controlling inflated Views both in code and in XML
attributes. Animations and graphics can also be done in XML. For new versions of
Android Views can be manipulated in three dimensions by rotating them around
three axis. Using Androids own framework for View manipulation and animation
requires fairly little power but more complex calculations such as hit detection fare
badly when done with Java as shown in chapter 3.1 when discussing the Me Space
implementation.
For prototyping and testing Android was chosen because of the open nature of the
platform and for ease of development of new features. It is also much easier to
distribute the application to other phones on Android than on iPhone or Windows
phones as you don’t need anything else except the compiled installation package.
Because this thesis focuses on investigating usability of bubble user interface, its
limitations and strengths development was constrained into latest versions of the
platform meaning API level 14 or version 4.0 and up. Only Android’s native com-
ponents are used for testing the interactions and abstractions of content on the
mobile device as described in chapter 1.3. All designs described in this thesis can be
implemented in Androids earlier versions but would present considerable difficulties
because lack of available computing power present in devices running earlier versions
of Android.
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2.5 Bubble Wall
The work done in this thesis relies, but is also constrained by the previous work done
with the Bubble Wall as one of our design criteria was similarity of user experience.
This chapter explains the workings and motivations behind the Bubble Wall.
The Bubble Wall is first and foremost a presentation and browsing interface for
large interactive screens. The first version of the Bubble Wall was introduced at a
Finnish music festival spanning multiple days and over 100 concerts [CKK+11]. The
initial approach of Bubble Wall or then FizzyVis was to tempt people to interact
with the system and explore the content that consisted of concerts, venues, artists
and sponsors. Based on previous research [WM92] [KIS+10] a playful approach
was chosen to make the system more easily approachable. This meant that the
application needed to (1) catch attention, (2) put user into a playful state of mind,
(3) to have an easy walk-up-and-use information access, (4) to encourage information
exploration, (5) to attract collaborative browsing and (6) to provide a rewarding
finish. These goals can easily be aligned into the cycle of use and the five phases
this cycle is typically divided into [JSC+09] as shown in figure 4.
Figure 4: Five stages of use and their relation to FizzyVis design goals
Curiosity and easily approachable information access where key design choices in
FizzyVis and they continue to play crucial role in the current version of Bubble
Wall and in the overall ubiquitous system this work aims for. The rewarding finish
is still probably the most significant part of the user experience because it also affects
the users perception of other similar user interfaces as the final moments of use create
the largest impact [KMH10]. Rewarding experience is hard to define but it can be
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finding the information user was looking for, the user changing his behavior as a
result of the information found or otherwise pleasurable and memorable experience.
During the development of the mobile version of Bubble Wall the bubble physics and
interaction methods were seen as important point of interest in playful user experi-
ence. Playfulness is created by allowing bubbles to flow on the screen and push each
other. Also when closing and opening bubbles magnetism pulls or pushes bubbles
away from current interaction. Current version of Bubble Wall allows calibration of
these factors to suite the size and purpose of each installation. Because the evalua-
tion done in this thesis had only one interactive screen available the restriction that
bubbles could not overlap was removed for large focused bubbles.
Both in FizzyVis and Bubble Wall one important factor has always been handling
the screen real estate effectively. Unlike in the mobile screen the interface crowding
isn’t really a problem but rather how much information should and can be shown at
any given time. Because the Bubble Wall is meant for presentation the bubbles that
are no longer interacted with revert to their smaller states and start floating towards
the bottom of the screen quite fast. When bubble returns to its inactive state it
will only display linkage between bubbles if one of its linking bubbles is focused.
This helps to keep the focus on the currently browsed bubble but still retains the
previous step as one of the currently focused bubbles links.
Figure 5: Bubble wall interface
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Current version of Bubble Wall users Unity SDK and can support any kind of 3D
effects. Physics are provided by Unity’s physics engine. Normal bubble properties
include that all bubbles can be thrown around and they have momentum to continue
on their path when user lets them go. The screens outer sides have different features.
The top and bottom side bounces bubbles according to their inertia and physics
compared to the left and right sides that stop bubble inertia so that bubbles can be
flung away from the center of the screen.
Bubble Wall has three distinct states for bubbles, each with different physics and in-
teraction. Before any user interaction bubbles are in inert state where they naturally
fall slowly towards the bottom of the screen and this is also the state the bubbles
revert to after they or bubbles linking to them stop being interacted with. The inert
bubbles can be moved freely and they push other bubbles in the same state as well
but do not affect larger focused bubbles. Bubble becomes focused when clicked by
the user. Focused bubble becomes roughly three times larger than inert bubble and
pulls all linked bubbles tightly around it. Focused bubbles are significantly heavier
compared to inert bubbles and can only be pushed by the user and other focused
bubbles. Last state for the bubbles is linked. Linked bubble is either pulled tightly
together to the focused bubble it is linked to or halfway between all focused bubbles
it is linked to. Link gravity does not affect focused bubbles.
Figure 6: Bubble wall interface
3 Personal Bubble UI for Mobile Clients
The purpose of the personal mobile client is two fold. Firstly the personal UI
provides access to the public screen and ubiquitous content. This access should be
possible even outside a specific space and at any time the user would want to access
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the content. Secondly the mobile phone works as a sensor providing information
about the users and allowing public screen to identify specific users around it. A
tertiary function that is outside the scope of this thesis would be to change and
create content onto public screens and ubiquitous spaces.
As initially outlined in the problem definition the mobile client has multiple goals
and design constraints. Most notable constraint is the consistency of both look, feel
and perception. User has to be able to feel that the mobile is connected to the large
screen. Another limitation is presented by the content as it is designed for the large
screen specifically. There is no easy way of dividing the content into smaller pieces
or change the way it is presented without changing the content.
The goals of the mobile client can be more easily stated. The mobile client should
be able to handle the same content as the Bubble Wall on a small screen. This
means that the content should be able to scale to much larger than the initial test
content. This is also the main problem in this thesis: how to position content onto
a small screen.
Other goals are very much aligned with the initial design goals of the bubble wall.
The application should be easy and playful to use. The mobile should be able
to work as a stand alone as well as in combination with the public screen. Use
experience should leave a positive impression to the user and provide a good way of
exploring the content. Notable difference between the Bubble Wall and the personal
UI is that as the name implies the personal UI does not support interaction between
multiple users simultaneously but could be an important tool for this interaction
through the public screen.
In this chapter two approaches for the mobile applications used in the evaluation
are outlined. The latest and best performed application Dial implementation is also
gone over in greater detail providing an insight into creating a spherical rotating list.
Some implementation choices are also highlighted and explained. In chapter 4 about
the evaluation and chapter 5 that contains discussions and conclusions it is shown
that the Dial application fulfills the goals and constraints outlined in this thesis
providing an acceptable conclusion to our initial research problem and a working
platform for future research and development.
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3.1 The underlying system
The mobile applications described in this thesis, together with the Bubble wall, are
part of a larger underlying system. This system consists of a Content Management
System or SMC that works as a server for all different interfaces, the Bubble Wall
and the mobile applications. The system also includes users fine location through
wifi and other ubiquitous services that are not part of the scope of this thesis.
Figure 7: Content Management system for editing the bubble content
The CMS allows users to create and edit the bubble information in a graphical UI
shown in figure 7. The bubble information consists of images for inactive and active
bubbles, text inside the bubble in both states and links to other bubbles. The CMS
also supports videos and PDF slideshows but these are only used in Bubble Wall
because video streaming for mobile was not available during the development of the
mobile applications. All information regarding the bubble content can be fetched
from the CMS in JSON. Both Bubble Wall and all mobile applications use the
same JSON information to create the bubble content on each respective interface.
Changes to the bubble content are shown in the Bubble Wall nearly immediately.
This was also used to test some simple interactions between the Bubble Wall and
its mobile counterpart such as calling special bubbles onto the wall using the mobile
application or creating new bubbles based on network traffic through specific wifi
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stations. Due to lack of resources in server implementation and to better focus on
the design of the mobile client all interactions between the Bubble Wall and mobile
were left outside the scope of this work.
Architecture design of the overall ubiquitous system included a larger cloud backend
system that would service numerous local systems housed in various smart spaces.
These local cores would then cache their content and service it for the Bubble Wall
and when ever possible to the mobile clients in the same local network. The local
cores were also designed to allow additional sensors and other smart space related
data handling so that the cloud backend would not have to do much processing and
communication over Internet could be reduced.
Besides the Bubble Wall and the mobile application other interfaces such as web
pages and HTML5 applications were considered but at the time of the writing of this
thesis these were not yet realized. The overall architecture aims to create a scalable
solution for building unlimited number of smart spaces with different capabilities,
uses and contents. In this regard the roles of the UI’s are especially important as the
same UI would be used to access very different types of information for multitude of
reasons. Part of the design of different interfaces was also to try to develop a way of
communicating different aspects and interaction methods and then translating these
methods to different UI implementations. Good example of this kind of interaction
method and its translation is the bubble physics in Bubble Wall and the lack of
them in the personal mobile clients.
3.2 Space mobile client
Space application was the first implementation of the personal mobile client for
the Bubble Wall. Initial approach was to faithfully reproduce the Bubble Wall UI.
The application connects to the CMS and fetches the bubble JSON and downloads
images for each bubble. Bubbles designated by the CMS are visible on the screen
whenever application is started. Each bubble that has a link to a bubble visible on
the screen at the same time is connected to each other by a solid green line. Bubbles
could be freely moved inside the screen and a rudimentary collision detection was
implemented to allow bubbles push each other so that not too many bubbles would
be on top of each other. New bubbles brought to the screen by clicking any of the
bubbles visible. Small number at the top left corner of the bubble tells how many
linked bubbles it contains that are not shown on the screen. When all bubbles are
visible on the screen the number is hidden and when clicking the bubble all its linked
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bubbles are removed from the screen by drawing them inside the clicked bubble. A
more detailed view and often a different image could be opened for each bubble by
holding finger down on top of the bubble and not moving for 1/3 of a second. Figure
8 shows a large number of opened bubbles connected by the green lines on the left
and an opened Paris bubble on the right.
Each version of the application contains a larger green bubble partially visible at
the bottom right of the screen. This ME button removes all bubbles from the screen
and returns the initial set of bubbles defined in the CMS. This initial state is called
the ME space and is meant to contain changing set of bubbles determined by the
needs of the user as perceived by the ubiquitous system in the background but for
the purpose of this thesis the ME space is merely a homescreen.
Figure 8: Space mobile client
The design principle for this approach was to give user control of closing bubbles
instead of automating it based on time or distance browsed. This was also to help
users to better manage the browsing history and allow interaction between bubbles
that were not directly connected with one another. Gravity similar to Bubble Wall
was not implemented because it became clear early on that this approach would not
work with so limited screen size. After this realization the design for small screen
solution to visualize the bubble graph became the highest priority and also the main
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topic of this thesis. The Space application was selected as a comparison with the
Bubble Wall and Dial because it brought the underlying problem of screen size and
content handling to the forefront and was closest to the Bubble Wall UI.
All other implementations done in this work and further touched upon in chapter
5.3 were compared to the Space application. Space also provided a good code base
to experiment different ways of handling the screen crowding and what could be
done with bubbles. Other problems were also identified with the direct translation
of the Bubble Wall mechanics to the small touch screen. Most prominent of these
problems was the disorientation for users when multiple things happened at once.
This primarily means the opening of linked bubbles and more detailed view of the
clicked bubble. On the large screen both of these happen from one click but on
the small screen the bubbles are so small that the users finger obscures most of the
bubble. So when the bubbles come up user can not see the bubble changing to its
more detailed view.
After identifying the problem for users to understand what was happening and
consulting previous research on the subject it became clear that the interactions
needed to be divided into smaller segments. Research of previous work on animations
and interaction on a touch screen [WWC+09] also helped to note the importance of
smooth and fine tuned animations. A simple scale animation where bubble grows
from or shrinks to so small that user can’t see it any more. The animation users
bubbles new position and its parent bubbles position to scale the bubble to the
wanted size. This animation was chosen because it is relatively easy and provides
both change in size and location. Scale animation can also be done with any version
of Android.
Most notable bubble state that required splitting was the transition between inert
and active bubble. The active state was divided into linked and large bubble states.
All states for bubble wall and mobile clients can be seen in the table 9 and compared
between the mobile and Bubble Wall. The linked state has the same bubble look and
functionality as in inert state but has green lines connecting it to all linked bubbles
that have just been brought onto the screen. The large bubble state actually does
not show linked bubbles but rather takes the whole screen to show the more detailed
content of a clicked bubble.
The lasts two states of bubbles in the table 9 are only available in Bubble Wall where
some bubbles with image or video content can be opened on top of all bubble content
and rotated freely. This kind of functionality would not provide good usability on a
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Bubble type Description Mobile UI bubble type
Inert All personal space bubbles
work like inert bubbles but
also show connections to
other visible bubbles
Inert
Active Bubble is activated either
from personal space or from
round rotating list and is
automatically moved to the
bottom center of the screen
and bubbles directly con-
nected to it are shown in a
round rotating list above it
Large bubble
— On mobile device focused
bubble is a compromise be-
tween active and inert bub-
bles. It shows same content
as inert bubble but shows
sticky related bubbles as a
dial around itself
Linked
Sticky Connected bubbles shown
around the Active or fo-
cused bubble depending on
the device
Dial
Open - small Content of the bubble can
be opened on top of all other
content on the screen and
rotated freely
Not implemented
Open - full screen Content is further opened
into full screen on top of all
other content and bubbles
New activity
Figure 9: Bubble states their description and mobile UI equivalent
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mobile device but instead it was thought best to take user into a different activity
with only the new content and only way to get back to the bubble content would
be by using the back button. Video playback could not be done on mobile because
server did not support streaming the videos at the time of this thesis and full screen
image browsing was not needed for the UI evaluation.
3.3 Dial mobile client
To reduce the complexity and crowding of the Space mobile client different ap-
proaches were tested and most effective seemed to be to divide new bubbles into
different contexts instead of just adding them onto the screen. Because current
content does not provide significant information on how to split the content each in-
dividual bubble was considered as a context consisting of only bubbles immediately
linked to it.
Secondary problem with the context division was how to show the connections to
the user and refrain from crowding the screen again if some bubble had lots of links.
Chapter 5.4 goes into created detail on earlier attempts to show restricted context
on a mobile screen together with history and why these approaches did not work.
One initial hypothesis was that traditional components such as lists and pages did
not function well with bubbles and this was confirmed by earlier attempt to put
bubbles into a list of contexts that opened their bubbles in a separate page like
container. Based on the different bubble states and functionalities in Bubble Wall
a round list solution was designed based on the surrounding linked bubbles around
the active bubble on the public screen.
Round list, or Dial as it is later called because of its resemblance of old rotary dial
phones, was designed to show unlimited number of off screen bubbles in very limited
space still using the round shape and properties like rotation of a bubbles. The Dial
also proved to be very easy and natural way of scrolling on a mobile device because
it can be done with only thumb movements unlike on a list where more natural
scrolling can be achieved by using two hands.
Even though the Dial constrains the bubbles to a very small area of the screen and
places most bubbles outside the screen going over all bubbles in dial is very fast
and moving forward in the bubble hierarchy is effortless as all interactions can be
done with one finger. The area above the Dial can still be used to display additional
information or to provide access to the overall content as in Space approach.
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Figure 10: Dial mobile client
As in the Space client animations were found to be key in allowing user to understand
what is happening on screen. Bubbles needed to flow naturally from the free personal
space to the locked active state. Furthermore when new bubbles entered the screen
their animation needed to be clear. The transitions from ME-space to the focused
bubble and Dial is done with two animations. Firstly the clicked bubble is enlarged
and moved to the center and other bubbles on the ME-space are removed. During
this animation the Dial is brought from the top of the screen on top of the focused
bubble. This top to bottom animation for the Dial was selected partly because of
limitations in the Android animation framework that prevented fully animating the
Dial from inside the focused bubble and partly to emphasize the browsing history
flow. History is represented by the previously visited active bubble half visible at
the bottom of the screen and when new bubble is clicked active the previous active
bubble is pushed to the bottom of the screen and this pushing effect feels very
natural because everything animating on the screen at that time is gravitating to
the lower half of the screen. Previous bubble can be dragged up to the active position
and thus removes the currently active bubble and pulls down the round list of the
history bubbles linked bubbles. Because the screen is vertically considerably longer
on mobile phones this type of up and down flow can easily be also taken advantage
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of.
Other animation cues that were considered where a slight rotation of the Dial when
it is in the correct position to help user understand that it can be turned and the
ability to drag bubbles from the Dial instead of just clicking them. Because of the
very time consuming nature or fine-tuning these animations we did not experiment
extensively with different animations but decided to opt for a compromise that was
fast to implement and still clear enough.
The Me space is combination of previously implemented elements in the Space appli-
cation and works as a customizable home page for the application. Bubbles on this
space are freely movable and have collision detection so that the currently dragged
bubble pushes all other bubbles it touches. Bubbles on this space do not need
to be connected to each other but if they are a light green line is drawn between
those bubbles that have link to each other even if that link is only one directional.
Me Spaces main functionality is in current implementation as a home for the users
avatar bubble. This avatar identifies user on the big screen and user can link bub-
bles to their personal avatar by pressing a favorite button in the menu around the
active bubble. Removing these links is also possible through the same button. Do
to time and resource constraints creation and removal of these links is not at the
moment communicated to the server but also in the end falls outside the scope of
this thesis. When the avatar function is not used this space represents the same
view of the bubble content as on the big screen. Some bubbles are tagged to always
be on the screen to provide users with a starting place and it is copied to the mobile
application as well. Other possibilities could be to populate this space with content
relevant to the user based on where he is at the moment or for what he is about to
do. All this information could be gained by monitoring user actions through their
smartphone and to create a truly ubiquitous service.
Figure 11: Steps user has to take in figure 12
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Figure 12: Screenshots of the transitions ("visit" and "open details") with both mobile interfaces. Both interfaces have the
same steps.In first image on the lefrt there is the ME Space and then "Helsinki" bubble is clicked. On the second visit "Helsinki
Start-ups" is clicked and the last image in both interfaces "Helsinki" bubble is opened.
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3.4 Dial implementation
Finding a working implementation for a responsive and scalable implementation for
a list that curves around a given point was not trivial. One possible solution was
to create view objects same way they are created for lists and calculate a path for
these views to move through. Whenever a view would go outside the screen it could
be moved to the other side and be repopulated with the next content. This kind of
recycling of views is how all lists work on Android as this saves lots of resources and
makes scrolling much smoother. The obvious problem with this kind of approach
is that it requires some calculations and would not provide a natural curving effect
without separately rotating the views so that for example text would be in a 90
degree angle only when in the middle of the screen like on figure 2.
Figure 13: Different ways of rotating bubbles in the Dial
To make the list require as few calculations and changes as possible the dial was
created by putting long transparent views inside a square container so that these
long view containers worked as arms and rotated around the center of the square
box. Each of these long arms are rotated so that they create a fan. Then when
scrolling the containing box is rotated and no individual view position needs to be
changed.
Each view still has its individual rotation and this is needed to calculate the actual
rotation and position of each item that is then in turn used to determine what view
is on the screen and what is not by defining two angles between which all views are
visible. If the dial contains more items than can fit into the circumference of the
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Figure 14: Illustration of invisible rectangles that hold the bubbles at the top
view then the items are swapped when a view comes to screen. Because the wheel
can be turned in both directions and can loops, so that after the last item comes
the first item, populating the dial is not trivial. Most important is to populate the
items when they become visible, not when they become invisible. This is because
user might change the direction of the rotation mid way through and on a dial of
suitable site this could duplicate items. Easiest way to determine the next item is to
keep track of the largest and smallest item shown and then show the correspondingly
next.
Because each arm is only rotated once swapping views is relatively straightforward
as each arm is always in a same rotation compared to the underlying square that is
being rotated. Simplest solution would be to draw as many arms as can be placed
inside so that no bubble overlaps each other. But this is not encouraged because the
bubbles often contain images and runtime memory for each application in Android
is very limited. Often only between 32 and 64 Mb. And as the views consume a lot
of this memory it is recommended to recycle the views and only use as many as you
need.
The touch interaction of this kind of layered view is also bit more complicated than
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on a normal list. Because of the overlapping of the invisible arms not every part of
the arm view hierarchy can be used to determine a click. On the other hand to make
the rotation easier every part should be able to respond to user dragging his finger
over the dial. Easiest way to accomplish this is to use the same touch listener on all
of the arms but only respond to a click when user is touching the visible portion of
the arm ie. the bubble at the top of the arm.
Transition between different bubble modes and activities is very important and in
this regard the dial approach we adopted is bit problematic. When selecting a
bubble from the dial it is animated into the lower center of the screen as a focused
bubble and a new dial is brought from the top. The animation used to move the
bubble from dial to focused position relies on the bubbles position on screen. But
because the views are rotated we can not get the views visible position correctly
but have to calculate it based on the size of the dial and the views current rotation.
But because this calculation has to be done only once per click it is not considered
to be problem. The animation unfortunately can’t contain the small rotation of the
bubble itself if clicked from any other position than the top most that is in right
angle to the focused bubble position.
4 Evaluation
To evaluate what kind of user experience the Dial application provides and how
well it works as a complement to the Bubble Wall a comparative experiment was
conducted between the two mobile UI’s, Space and Dial. Bubble Wall was used to
study the consistency of the user experience between the Bubble Wall and mobile
application but also partially to study the effect of using both interfaces to perform
tasks.
The focus of the evaluation was on the mobile interfaces and their ability to fulfill
the same design goals as the Bubble Wall. The main focus of these goals was to
1) encourage exploration of the content, 2) support navigation of the bubble graph,
3) function independently and in tandem with the Bubble Wall and 4) provide
satisfying user experience.
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4.1 Participants
The evaluation consisted of 14 participants, ten males and four females with the
average age little over 27 years. Three participants were somewhat familiar with the
content available on all interfaces. From the 14 participants 12 owned a smartphone
or a tablet that had a touchscreen. Some of the participants had tested Bubble Wall
before with partially same content but not the version of the interface used in this
experiment. None of the participants who had used Bubble Wall before had given
it more than a short test.
4.2 Tasks and procedures
A within-subject design was followed by rotating the order of the two mobile in-
terfaces to mitigate the impact of every subject using the same interface first. The
Bubble Wall was always between the two mobile UI’s to also research on the effect of
being familiar with the content from the Bubble Wall. The duration of the experi-
ment was approximately 45 minutes and each participant received two movie tickets
for their time. All participants also conceded to record their use of each interface
on video for further study.
The experiment was conducted for each interface in two parts. First part lasted
maximum of 3 minutes and users could stop at any time they wanted. In this part
users were allowed to freely use the given interface and explore the bubble graph
according to a given scenario. In the second part users were given a set of three
questions related to the scenario they were in and asked to answer them. The
questions were short as can be seen below but required participants to either open
the more detailed view of the bubble or to understand though what bubble two
bubbles that are not directly linked are connected to each other.
To prevent differences in verbal instructions all users received same papers and the
experiment administrator instructed when subjects should move to the next portion
of the experiment or provided help if user did not understand the question. To
facilitate a smooth proceeding of the experiment two Android phones were used to
run the different versions of the mobile interface. Space application was run on
Android 4.2.1 on Samsung Galaxy Nexus and Dial on Android 4.1.2 on Samsung
Galaxy S3. For the purpose of this evaluation both devices worked similarly.
After each interfaces exploration and question phases users were given a System
Usability Scale (SUS) [Bro96] questionnaire. After all three scenarios of the eval-
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uation users were given two sets of qualitative questions, a five-point-scale Likert
answer sheet with the six questions as shown in appendix 5.5 where users had to
evaluate each interface against each other and a set of 10 open questions as seen in
the appendices.
Statistical methods were used to analyze the quantitative and qualitative data.
Paired sample student’s t-tests were used to calculate the 95% confidence intervals
(CI’s) [LFH10].
4.3 Data collection
Data collected during the evaluation can be divided into two parts: qualitative and
quantitative. Qualitative data was gathered after each interface, a five-point-scale
Likert answer sheet and 10 open-answer questions. Quantitative data was gathered
by the applications by recording specific user interactions for further analysis.
Figure 15: Average action counts from the evaluation application logs
Most basic of the tracked events was user clicking a bubble and thus opening its
immediate children. On Space application closing these linked bubbles was also
tracked but as this feature is not applicable in Dial these stats are only available
in Space application. Opening more detailed bubble view and ME button clicks
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were also tracked. Tracked event average counts can be seen in the top of table 15
and the left side divides these interactions between different mobile applications and
interaction phases.
Figure 16: Average times for application use in different phases of evaluation
For each tracked interaction a timestamp, event ID and clicked bubble ID are
recorded. Timestamp provides exact times for each phase of the evaluation. To
help split different phases of the evaluation custom messages were also input be-
tween different phases such as short messages between each answer to a specific
question. Timestamp provides very good way of getting exact times participants
used in each phase of the evaluation and the averages of these times can be seen in
figure 16.
4.4 Results
The SUS questionnaire can be divided into positive and negative questions, both on
a scale from 1 to 5. Overall Dial scored significantly better (3.36, 95% CI ± 0.17)
compared to the Space application (2.64, 95% CI ± 0.20) on the positive questions.
Negative statements had similar result between the Dial (2.36, 95% CI ± 0.19) and
Space (2.60, 95% CI ± 0.22) where Dial is rate significantly better than Space.
Figure 17 shows the order effect between the interfaces in positive and negative
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Figure 17: SUS overall results on left and with order effect on right
SUS scores. The Dial was rated significantly better after using the Bubble Wall
(3.51, 95% CI ± 0.25) and getting more familiar with the overall content. As a first
interface without any learning of the content the SUS score was significantly lower
(3.20, 95% CI ± 0.24). The results suggest that Dial benefits significantly of the
Bubble Wall and users familiarity with the content. Dial still performed much better
than Space. These results are further supported by the answers in questionnaire at
the end of the evaluation where Dial also performed significantly better after Bubble
Wall (3.74, 95% CI ± 0.29) than before it (3.36, 95% CI ± 0.37) as shown on the
right of figure 17.
Space application suffers from reverse order effect and its scores were significantly
lower in the SUS questionnaire after using Bubble Wall (2.17, 95% CI ± 0.27) than
when used before it (3.11, 95% CI ± 0.25). The negative score in SUS was also
significantly higher after Bubble Wall (2.86, 95% CI ± 0.36) than before it (2.34,
95% CI ± 0.24). This is also supported by the final questionnaire where Space
scores significantly worse after Bubble Wall (2.43, 95% CI ± 0.41) than before it
(2.83, 95% CI ± 0.28) suggesting that Space performs acceptably when user is not
aware of any better options.
At the end of the evaluation participants were presented with six statements which
they could score on a scale from 1 to 5 as seen in figure 18. Dial performed well
with an average score of 3.55 (95% CI ± 0.34) compared to the Space with average
of 2.63 (95% CI ± 0.35). Bubble Wall scored similarly with Dial with an average
of 3.60. Dial was better in all areas compared to Space but significantly better in
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ease of use, with Dial scoring 3.86 (95% CI ± 0.67) compared to Spaces 2.5 (95%
CI ± 0.63); visualization aiding in perception of the content, with Dial scoring 3.71
(95% CI ± 0.62) and Space 2.29 (95% CI ± 0.57); and aid in perception of content
connections, for which Dial scored 3.64 (95% CI ± 0.66) and Space 2.36 (95% CI
± 0.66). So even with only next level of connections visualized users were able to
navigate the content significantly easier with Dial than Space.
Figure 18: Likert question sheet given to participants at the end of the evaluation
From the quantitative logged data it can be seen that exploration phase took on
average same time on both Space and Dial, mostly because the maximum time was
monitored by the test moderator. It took significantly less time to answer the given
questions with Dial (3.99 min, 95% CI ± 0.79 min) than with Space (5.12 min, 95%
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CI ± 1.69 min) and the time dispersion was much greater. As seen in table 15 both
Space and Dial opened similar number of links but Dial opened significantly more
detail views. So even with shorter time used in Dial users were able to access more
content and find answers much more efficiently.
The near double number of uses of ME button clicks to return participants to the
starting configuration in Dial might indicate that having only one step of history
accessible to the user is not helpful and users would much rather return to the
beginning of their path to reach a previous node in the content whereas Space has
all the previously visited bubbles open user can access them directly without having
to return to the starting configuration. This result was in direct contradiction to
our expected result because of the crowding of the screen in Space application. We
expected participants to clear the screen much frequently in Space using the ME
button because of the easily cluttered screen.
In the last 10 open questions 11 participants answered that Dial was the best of
the two mobile applications and two answers were not applicable and one subject
thought Space was better. Seven participants felt that Space provided more joined
experience with the Bubble Wall compared to four who thought Dial had more
joined experience with Bubble Wall. Participants imagined that their potential use
of the three applications would be in exploratory and presentational tasks.
5 Discussion
The underlying goal of this thesis was to create a mobile application with coherent
user experience and consistent aesthetics with the Bubble Wall. As can be seen
from the comparable scores of both SUS and user evaluation questionnaires this has
been achieved. Furthermore dial user interface has been proven as an effective way
of browsing linked content and provides good user experience.
The application arrived at the end is combination of the Space and Dial approaches
and provides good base for further research into ubiquitous mobile application to-
gether with Bubble Wall. Through the evaluation and development clear questions
for future research can be outlined. In this chapter we will also outline design rec-
ommendations for creating mobile applications for content designed for significantly
larger displays. Bubbles and their interaction has been a significant part of the
development of this application and both benefits and disadvantages are discussed
in this chapter.
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One part of the design process was also to envision use cases and scenarios for ubiq-
uitous spaces and specifically for this thesis how a mobile application fits into these
designs. During the development there were also alternative solutions for displaying
linked content and bubbles on mobile devices and these are shortly described in
chapter 5.4. Some of the alternative designs stem from the evaluation results and
mock-up implementations that were considered as too difficult or time consuming
for the scope of this thesis. Some of the findings are also outlined in suggestions for
further research.
5.1 Design guidelines
The evaluation and several iterations of different designs of the mobile user interface
yielded several implications for redesigning large screen interfaces for mobile use.
The most important and generalizable of these findings are listed below.
Don’t overfill the small screen. Dealing with restrictions imposed by the small
screen in proved best to use both of our initial strategies of restricting the context
available on a single screen and placing larger portion of that context outside the
screen. Dial applications good performance in the evaluation and positive feedback
from users clearly indicates that placing most of the content outside the screen with
enough visual cues and responsive interface provides effective approach for dealing
with screen size constraints.
Keep interaction clear. Providing users with too much information reduces effec-
tiveness of the user interface. Removing all unnecessary information from the screen
helps to focus on the new information and allows user to grasp the content with a
glance. The methods of interaction should be similar throughout the application
and user should get immediate feedback from their actions [WWC+09]. Interactions
such as long click that require user to wait are not encouraged as they are easily
overlooked like in the Space applications case where users opened significantly less
detailed content.
Splitting the interaction helps understandability. When transferring user in-
terface designed for a large screen into mobile it proved helpful to cut the interaction
into smaller and easier to manage sequences. Small screens often require more visual
cues and transitions to keep user aware of the content structure. Touch screens are
especially volatile for multiple things happening at the same time because much of
the screen is often hidden behind the users hand that just performed the interac-
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tion. Good example of this is the decision in Dial to bring only links visible on the
first click of the bubble instead of also bringing the detailed information like on the
Bubble Wall. During the development it was observed that users were very easily
confused if the bubble changed when or after user interacted with it.
Same interaction and visual cues for small and large interfaces. When
designing application that works together with external devices it is recommended
that they both look and feel the same. This brings out great synergies between
the different devices. From the evaluation results it is clear that interaction with a
second application was much easier and users could directly use what they learned
from the other application. Functionality should also be same for at least the core
use cases.
Playfulness attracts and encourages exploration. Because most interaction
paradigms have been designed for mouse and keyboard creating responsive user
interfaces for touch screens is not solvable with one simple approach [BW10]. Merely
replacing mouse pointer with a finger is not enough and creates large disparity
between what users are accustomed to when interacting with physical objects. To
create good user experiences with touch screens large number of animations and
immediate responsiveness to user actions. Playfulness helps make the user interface
feel more responsive as people tend to try interacting with virtually every component
on the screen. If the component does not respond to the users interaction as expected
is user easily disoriented and unsure if he just failed to touch the screen correctly or
if the component requires some non-intuitive interaction [WWC+09].
5.2 Design scenarios for ubiquitous system
During the design of the mobile clients and the overall ubiquitous system different
scenarios were used as a starting point in finding requirements and features. These
are just few of the scenarios used for finding requirements for the system and mobile
application. The mobile client or the ubiquitous system do not at the time of the
writing of this thesis implement all features required to fulfill these scenarios but
the work done so far is building towards fulfilling the scenarios defined here.
Airport lounge. Traveling consultant enters an airport lounge that has also been
turned into a smart space. The lounge contains large Bubble Wall displaying infor-
mation about the country, flight information and information about other people in
the lounge who have the Bubble Wall mobile application. The consultant finds an
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executive from the same field as he works in and requests a meeting with the mobile
app at the same time as he provides information about himself to rest of the people
in the lounge.
Lunch time at the office. Lunch time is approaching in a medium sized IT
company and the Bubble Wall at the office is displaying the suggested restaurants
from the first few people that are signaling their intent in going to eat. While
browsing where others are going your mobile application alerts you that two people
you frequently go to lunch with have just left the office and arrived at a nearby
chinese. Before leaving you go to wash your hands and notice that the office is out
of hand towels. You leave a notification on to the Bubble wall with an image of
the empty hand towel dispenser using your Bubble Wall application while you walk
towards the chinese restaurant.
Group Work. You are taking a coursesmart space technologies and all course
material can be accessed through Bubble Wall and its mobile application. After a
lecture you decide to do the courses exercises and go browse the Bubble Wall. Upon
accessing the course bubbles you notice that several other people are also accessing
the same bubbles using their mobile applications. The Bubble Wall displays you
location of several groups and suggests a group you might like to join that has two
of your friends already working in it.
5.3 Alternative designs with mobile bubbles
This chapter introduces designs and versions that in the end where not used. Aim
here is to gather good and interesting ideas for future research and to help under-
stand why some solutions were not used or are not feasible.
First implementation was Space the same as used in the evaluation. To manage the
screen crowding we experimented with different contexts such as locations, events or
people. This approach already had a round list of contexts and linked bubbles around
the focused bubble. The intent was that linked bubbles would spread upwards from
focused bubble. Largest problem with this version was that the content was not
really possible to divide in easily manageable contexts. This approach was also
against the Bubble Wall ideology of data not needing to be tightly constrained
and hierarchical.This approach let us notice how important it is to visualize the
connections between bubbles more effectively because a presentation, the main use
case for the Bubble Wall UI, consists of multiple levels of bubbles and the connection
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Figure 19: Context centric design with drag and drop interactions
between the information bubbles is very important information.
Another problem was that most of the interactions where drag and drop like witch
we first felt would feel good with small display but turned out to be very hard to
implement convincingly. Especially animation between different states of dragging
over components that could be interacted with. Dividing the content to different
contexts was also not efficient enough to prevent the screen from crowding. Figure
19 shows early concept sketches of context and drag-and-drop interactions.
The second attempt to manage the screen clogging up was to consider each bubble
as their own context. This approach tried to extend the tree like structure of the
previous context experiment by creating a history of visited bubbles. Instead of
vertically piling bubbles on top of each other they were put into a list to the side of
the screen with currently selected bubble either highlighted or at the top of the list.
This approach helped to reduce the number of bubbles on the screen but highlighted
the problem of nonlinear browsing as users tended to want to jump from one part
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of the browsing history to another. Because single clicking a bubble took it into
the history and opened new links to the screen it became difficult to interact with
different states of bubbles like the focused state where more information is shown.
We tried to implement a context menu around the clicked bubble to bring out
different interactions but the menu took too much space and added needless layer
of complexity compared to the large screen where all interaction was just clicking of
the bubbles.
It was also hard to show connections between bubbles on the center of the screen
and those in the history. The end result was very confusing but helped to key in on
the larger overall problem of showing history when links can create circular paths or
otherwise confusing situations like when bubble is both in history and in the next
tier of linked bubbles. In the dial approach this problem has not been completely
solved but greatly reduced because only one bubble of history is shown at any given
time. Larger screen does not have the same problem because all browsed bubbles
can be visible on the screen at the same time or the further away user moves and
the longer he does not interact with the bubbles they can be closed. In my opinion
closing bubbles automatically on a personal device would not be a user friendly
solution as it would take control away from the user. One version of a long history
can be seen on right of figure 20 on top of the Me button. This list was tested
with much larger bubbles. One alternative solution could be to modify the current
history in the Dial so that pulling the previous bubble form the bottom would pull
more of the history so that user would not need to travel through multiple bubbles
to get to the point in history they wish.
Figure 20 show different possible illustrations of bubbles with different properties
and information communicated through colors and sections on the rims. These mock
ups are more designed version of the context approach. Contexts have small arrows
to better show that they belong to the currently selected bubble. This version
still entertained the idea of allowing more complex interactions with bubbles. These
more complex interactions could for example be of creating a connection between two
bubbles by dragging them with two fingers partially on top of each other or putting
a bubble into a specific context by dragging it on top of it and then animating the
bubble being swallowed by the context. Both of these approaches were tested and
even though they were significantly more difficult to create they did not generate
much value to the current use cases.
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Figure 20: Sketch on the left is a context tree from bottom to top and on the right
browsing history can be seen in small color coded bubbles above the Me button
5.4 Future research
The Dial version of the mobile application created for and evaluated in this thesis
can be used as a basis for future research into bubble user interfaces, ubiquitous
applications directly linked to smart spaces and interaction between large public
screens.
What works as a bubble? One approach of bringing very large collection linked
data onto the Bubble Wall is to translate Wikipedia content into bubbles. This is
part of general question of what can we show with bubbles and how? Traditional
text heavy content does not work that well because of the shape of the bubble.
Bubbles are helpful in organizing keywords and images and connecting them, but
are these enough to create a usable base for users to grasp the information structure
and then freely traverse that structure to the information they want and need? Also
can that information be shown to the user in a way that is helpful?
Effects of display size. Working with large screen content on a mobile phone has
made it clear that further research into effects of screen size needs to be conducted
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both in regards to content and interaction. How each kind of information should
be presented and how different kinds of interactions can be translated from large
screen onto a small screen. This thesis provides one solution, but more importantly
together with the Bubble Wall it provides a prototype mobile application to further
research the effects of changing the screen size on a identical content.
Ubiquitous social media. On 12th of April 2013 Facebook launched its new
Android application meant to change how people use their smartphones. This is
actually good example of our thoughts on ubiquitous computing for smartphones
but instead of just status updates and images by your Facebook friends users could
actually get a unique look at the world around them. The users personal space
content could constantly change depending on users location and future plans. This
would result in always having a window to people, events and technology around
them.
Ubiquitous content, control and access. To fully utilize the ubiquitous services
a certain amount of openness is needed so that relevant content from different ser-
vices can be put into public screens. This also requires a unified language between
services, public screens and private devices. The required synergies for ubiquitous
services become apparent only when multiple different services can be accessed from
unified public interface and those same services are available to individual users on
their personal devices. This openness and synergy between services and public in-
terfaces could provide great benefits to both content and service providers as well as
consumers. To realize this ubiquitous future an affordable interactive public display
technology and interface is needed as well as standardized communication methods
between services and interfaces. A good analogy would be that each individual pub-
lic screen could be considered as an Internet page, each service provider would have
their own backend service and one application for personal devices could use the
content on that page as they see fit.
Relationship between public and private. Results from evaluation and answers
from open questions clearly indicate that especially mobile interfaces benefit from
a shared public screen. The small differences and joined aesthetics allow users to
better understand the structure of the linked content and to find connections and
details they might miss with only one interface.
It is also clear that both interfaces can provide unique abilities to one another.
Public screens are large and in fixed positions so taking the content with you is not
possible without a personal interface allowing greater flexibility on time and place
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to access the content. Public screens also provide personal interface with a stage to
interact with others. Showing and sharing personal content also becomes possible
in a much more advertisable way.
On the other hand the public screen alone can’t differentiate between users and
can not provide content based on the ambient audience. With personal devices
close enough or in direct interaction with the public screen individual users can
be identified and content changed to match their preferences or help them discover
new content they are not yet familiar with. The public screens strongest point
is its ability to display information and its connections. Searching for a specific
application can also be difficult without very specific information about the name
of the application.
The public screen also provides an ideal entry point for new users to get the mobile
application, a significant problem with applications made specifically for interacting
within a specific space. The current problem with widely used application stores
such as Google Play or Apples App Store is finding applications that are useful
for the user in their current environment as these might not be the most popular
applications.
Public screens that are accessible to a large number of people also provide a unique
environment for social interaction. Public spaces have changed significantly and
personal devices allow us to effectively shut our environment out and create a private
area in a public space. Public screens can also be used to allow previously unfamiliar
people to interact with one another. This was also one of the core concepts in
scenarios through which we started to develop ubiquitous applications for public
and private devices.
5.5 Conclusions
This thesis created two distinct prototype applications visualizing the same infor-
mation as the large public screen. This answers the first research question that it
is possible to create a small screen interface from the same content used on large
screens. To provide consistent user experience adaptation was needed for the in-
teraction methods instead of replicating the large screen interaction methods. An
evaluation was conducted to better understand and assess if the prototypes were ad-
equate to meet the consistency constraints and usability requirements. During the
research and development of the prototype application other questions also became
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apparent. Focus on the design of a consistent interface and user experience helped
to raise these questions and identify problems for future research.
The secondary question in this thesis of the design consistency between the mobile
and the public screen is more difficult to answer conclusively. The thesis shows it
is possible to create a mobile application with very specific design constraints. How
well the findings in this thesis can be used to design and develop other mobile ap-
plications is more difficult to assess. Qualitative data suggests that even though the
Dial implementation does differ from the original Bubble Wall interface users could
clearly notice the consistent design. Furthermore there were indications that users
were able to learn content and interaction features from one interface by drawing
upon their experience on the other. The evaluation conducted in this work was rela-
tively small scale but provided good indications that the Dial interaction model was
an improvement on the straightforward replication of the Bubble Wall user interface
approach of Space.
There has been relatively little research on interaction between mobile devices and
large public screens. Previous work has also used Symbian platform to develop ap-
plications. Modern platforms such as Android and iOS offer a much larger ecosystem
and audience for new interaction designs and backwards compatibility. This enables
use of prototypes for much longer studies and continuous development. Also with the
increased features of modern touch screens and user interfaces, new usability studies
and interaction methods need to be created and evaluated to better understand how
to use these new features and to deal with their limitations.
Even though the work focuses on the design and development of a prototype mobile
application the most important results were the questions raised during the work
that are discussed in chapter 5. The quantity of open questions and difficulties
encountered in this work shows that the field of public screen interaction with mobile
devices still has many interesting questions that remain unanswered and also many
new technologies that are not yet frequently used in research. Future research can
benefit from the prototype applications introduced in this thesis and focus on more
specific parts of interaction between large public screens and personal mobile devices.
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1Appendix A. Evaluation scenarios
Scenario 1
You are visiting a professor working at EIT in Open Innovation House in Otaniemi.
You are interviewing him about his work on smart spaces. You arrive 5 minutes
early and wait in the lobby where there is an application for visitors.
Question 1: Through what are smart spaces connected to EIT?
Question 2: What is Bubble Wall?
Question 3: What is Multi Touch?
Scenario 2
You are hired marketing consultant for small company called Qvik located in Helsinki.
Your job is to create an advertisement focusing on the company’s core competences.
You arrive 5 minutes early and wait in the lobby where there is an application for
visitors.
Question 1: What services does Qvik offer?
Question 2: What mobile eco systems are supported by Qvik?
Question 3: Name some of Qvik’s clients.
Scenario 3
You work as EIT newsletter reporter and your boss asked you to make an article
about Internet Technology research for EIT newsletter. Your friend offhandedly
jokes that you might get a free trip to Berlin out of it. Your friends work ends in
five minutes and you notice an application for visitors in the lobby.
Question 1: How is Internet technologies related to EIT?
Question 2: What are Internet technologies about?
Question 3: Who is leading the Internet technologies in Berlin?
1Appendix B. Evaluation SUS questionnaire
# Statement
1 I think that I would like to use this system fre-
quently.
1 2 3 4 5
2 I found the system unnecessarily complex. 1 2 3 4 5
3 I thought the system was easy to use. 1 2 3 4 5
4 I think that I would need the support of a tech-
nical person to be able to use this system.
1 2 3 4 5
5 I found the various functions in this system were
well integrated.
1 2 3 4 5
6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in
this system.
1 2 3 4 5
7 I would imagine that most people would learn to
use this system very quickly.
1 2 3 4 5
8 I found the system very cumbersome to use. 1 2 3 4 5
9 I felt very confident using the system. 1 2 3 4 5
10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get
going with this system.
1 2 3 4 5
Figure 21: SUS questionnaire given to evaluation participants after each interface
Appendix C. Evaluation questions
How easy to use on a scale from 1 (hard) to 5 (easy) is
Space mobile client 1 2 3 4 5
Bubble Wall 1 2 3 4 5
Dial Mobile Client client 1 2 3 4 5
How well the bubble visualization helps to perceive the con-
tent on a scale from 1 (not helpful) to 5 (very helpful) in
Space mobile client 1 2 3 4 5
Bubble Wall 1 2 3 4 5
Dial Mobile Client client 1 2 3 4 5
How playful on a scale from 1 (not playful) to 5 (very
playful) is
Space mobile client 1 2 3 4 5
Bubble Wall 1 2 3 4 5
Dial Mobile Client client 1 2 3 4 5
How easy to learn to use on a scale from 1 (hard to learn)
to 5 (easy to learn) is
Space mobile client 1 2 3 4 5
Bubble Wall 1 2 3 4 5
Dial Mobile Client client 1 2 3 4 5
How easy it is to make errors on a scale from 1 (error
prone) to 5 (no errors) with
Space mobile client 1 2 3 4 5
Bubble Wall 1 2 3 4 5
Dial Mobile Client client 1 2 3 4 5
How easy the connections between the contents is to per-
ceive on a scale from 1 (hard to perceive) to 5 (easy to
perceive) with
Space mobile client 1 2 3 4 5
Bubble Wall 1 2 3 4 5
Dial Mobile Client client 1 2 3 4 5
Figure 22: Five point Likert scale questions given to participants after all 3 user
interfaces were tested
1 Which mobile application felt best and why?
2 Would you consider using this kind of user interface on a reg-
ular basis and why?
3 To what purpose would you use the Bubble Wall and its mobile
applications?
4 Does the mobile client need the Bubble Wall? Why?
5 How does the mobile client change the public screen experience?
6 which mobile application felt more effective? Why?
7 Which mobile application provided a more joined experience
with the public screen? Why?
8 How familiar was EIT and Qvik to you before this test?
9 Which interface supported learning the content most and why?
10 Describe the usage each of the three applications. What obser-
vations did you make about the user interface.
Figure 23: Open questions given to evaluation participants at the end of the evalu-
ation
